Abstract. The three-dimensional Nano-Electronic Modeling toolkit is an open source software package that allows the atomistic calculation of single-particle electronic states and optical response of various semiconductor structures including bulk materials, quantum dots, impurities, quantum wires, quantum wells and nanocrystals containing millions of atoms. This paper, first, describes a software module introduced in the NEMO 3-D toolkit for the calculation of electronic bandstructure and interband optical transitions in nanowires having wurtzite crystal symmetry. The energetics (Hamiltonian) of the quantum system under study is described via the tight-binding (TB) formalism (including sp 
Introduction
In the last decade, nanowires (NWs) made from a wide variety of materials have drawn considerable interest. Especially, the group-III nitride material system has been the subject of intense experimental and theoretical research mainly due to their wide ran ge of emission frequencies, high stability against defects, high temperature and potential for applications in various optoelectronic, solid-state lighting, and high-mobility electronic devices (Ponce and Bour 1997) . With the use of nanowires in these devices, the performance is enhanced due to increased charge localization and reduction in the defect density (Merill et al. 2012) . For example, recently, much progress has been made in developing piezoelectric nano-generators using wurtzite InN (Huang et al. 2010) , CdS (Lin et al. 2008) , ZnS (Lu et al. 2009 ) nanowires. High performance Corresponding author, Professor, E-mail: ahmed@siu.edu logic circuits using CdS NWS (Ma et al. 2007 ) have been proposed. Also, because of their excellent mechanical properties, high chemical resistivity, and wide bandgap, GaN and SiC NWs are attractive candidates for applications in high power, high frequency, high temperature and harsh environments.
Knowledge of electronic bandstructure of nanostructures is an essential step towards the understanding of device performance and reliable device design. For example, the energy bandgaps and the effective masses are important physical parameters that determine the transport properties of charge carries in low dimensionality structures. Due to strong quantum confinement effects in extremely thin 1-D NWs, the electronic and optical properties exhibit certain unconventional features as compared to bulk (3-D) and thin-film (2-D) counterparts, which consequently affect the device characteristics.
This paper, first, describes a software module introduced in the NEMO 3-D toolkit for the calculation of electronic bandstructure and interband optical transitions in surface passivated [0001] oriented nanowires having wurtzite crystal symmetry. The energetics (Hamiltonian) of the quantum system is described via the tight-binding ( 
NEMO 3-D in a nutshell
The three-dimensional Nano-Electronic Modeling toolkit is an open source software package that allows the calculation of single-particle electronic states and optical response of various semiconductor structures including bulk materials, quantum dots, impurities, quantum wires, quantum wells and nanocrystals. Detail description of this package can be found in Klimeck et al. (2002) , Ahmed et al. (2009) , , Ahmed et al. (2007) , Ahmed et al. (2010) , Ahmed et al. (2011) and Usman et al. (2011) . NEMO 3-D bridges the gap between the large size (millions of atom) classical semiconductor device models and the molecular level (few atoms) modeling. NEMO 3-D currently enables the computation of electronic structure using a variety of tight-binding models (s, sp 3 s * , sp 3 d 5 s * ) that are optimized with a genetic algorithm tool. Whereas, for the calculation of atomistic (non-linear) strain relaxation, NEMO 3-D currently employs the atomistic valence-force field (VFF) with strain-dependent Keating potentials (Keating 1966) . From the single-particle eigenstates various physical properties can be calculated in NEMO 3-D such as optical matrix elements, Coulomb and exchange matrix elements, approximate single cell bandstructures from supercell bandstructure. Effects of interaction with external electromagnetic fields are also included. NEMO 3-D includes spin in its fundamental atomistic tight binding representation. The complexity and generality of physical models in NEMO 3-D can place high demands on computational resources. For example, in the 20-band electronic calculation the discrete Hamiltonian matrix is of order 20 times the number of atoms. Thus, in a computation with 20 million atoms, the matrix is of order 400 million. Computations of that size can be handled because of the parallelized design of the package. NEMO 3-D is implemented in ANSI C, C++ with MPI used for message-passing, which ensures its portability to all major highperformance computing platforms, and allows for an efficient use of distributed memory and parallel execution mechanisms. New features of NEMO 3-D include 3-D domain decomposition parallelism. The algorithms/solvers available in NEMO 3-D include the PARPACK library, a custom implementation of the Lanczos method, Block Lanczos method, the spectrum folding method and the Tracemin method. Recent benchmarks show ) that 3-D domain decomposition scheme can be utilized exceeding 32,000 cores on realistic electronic structures comprised of one billion atoms. We are not aware of any other semiconductor device simulation code that can simulate such large number of atoms! 3. Software development in NEMO 3-D for wurtzite symmetry
Atomistic representation of the physical structure
The supercell of a nanowire is constructed by repeating the unit cell until the specified size (area) is obtained (for example) in x and y directions and with periodicity in z-direction. Once the supercell is constructed, the location of the atoms and the direction of the bonds are extracted and are stored in a connectivity matrix. For every atom, the direction and length of each bond is identified with the help of this matrix. In order to calculate the bandstructure, the atoms with open bonds in z-direction are subjected to periodic boundary conditions. Even after applying periodic boundary conditions, there still exists a condition where any of the 4 (four) bonds of an atom is not connected to its neighbor (generally reaching outside its surface area). Such an atom is referred to as surface atom. These unconnected (dangling) bonds have to be passivated so that they do not participate in bandstructure calculation.
Construction of Hamiltonian matrix
The Hamiltonian is constructed atom-by-atom as they appear in the nanowire by sweeping the rows (x-direction) and columns (y-direction) over the entire cross section. The approach is similar to that employed in a zincblende lattice as has been described in details in Neophytou (2008) . Based on the two-center approximation, each atom in the Hamiltonian matrix is modeled by a diagonal (on-site) term (h αα ) and four off-diagonal (connectivity or interaction) terms (h αβ , h αγ , h αδ , h αz ), as shown in Fig Table 1 . In case of a surface atom, the diagonal element of an atom associated with the dangling bond should be passivated.
As an example, a two-atom (anion and cation) Hamiltonian construction is described via the following matrix 
where, f i,j (l,m,n) are the two center Slater-Koster integrals (Slater and Koster 1954) that transforms the orthogonal Lowdin (1950) Fig. 2 . For all the bonds between the anion and cations, although the magnitude of the matrix is same, the sign of the individual element in the matrix changes according to the bond considered.
Surface passivation
The dangling bonds are passivated using the sp 3 hybridization technique. The onsite elements in the Hamiltonian have contributions from all four bonds that assume the individual orbitals as the basis set. A transformation from the orbital space to the hybridized space is then performed to passivate a particular dangling bond. The entries (bases) in the transformed matrix represent the bonds, which captures the contribution from all relevant orbitals. The open bonds that are to be passivated are assigned high energy values (such as 30 eV) so that they do not participate in the bandstructure calculation. In general, the algebraic expression for sp 3 -hybridized atomic orbitals (Hosoya et al. 1998 ) is a linear combination of s and p orbitals and is given as Analytical procedure for surface passivation (Neophytou 2008 ) is described in the following: (1) The transformation from orbital to hybridized space is carried out by employing the following transformation equation 
Calculation of electronic bandstructure
We considered Wurtzite nanowires that are confined in the x and y directions and periodic along the z-direction. Fig. 3 shows a GaN nanowire having thickness 0.7 nm and periodicity in the z-direction [0001] . To treat/model the periodicity, atoms in the top z-plane of the surface are considered to have its bonds connected to the atoms in the bottom z plane, such that the structure repeats itself along the z-direction [0001] . In this case, the nitrogen atom, N on the top has bond connecting to a gallium atom on the bottom as shown in Fig. 3 . The importance of passivation of dangling bonds is delineated in the following for a GaN nanowire having a cross section of 2 nm × 2 nm and periodicity along the [0001] direction. Fig. 4 shows the calculated energy bandstructure for the nanowire with unpassivated surface atoms using the sp 3 s* tight-binding model. Here the energy state formed at around 1.35 eV clearly emanates from the unpassivated characteristic of the dangling bonds at the surface. With appropriate bond passivation energy (for example, ~30 eV in this case), as shown in Fig. 5 , this surface state is completely eliminated. Fig. 6 shows the variation of the direct energy bandgap and the Gamma-valley effective masses calculated for [0001] oriented GaN, InN, AlN, 2H-SiC, ZnSe and CdSe nanowires all having a wurtzite crystal symmetry. The bandgap and the effective masses in nanowires are found to be deviating from those of bulk counterparts, and are a strong function of nanowire dimension (diameter/base side). The increase in the energy bandgap and the Gamma valley effective mass with the reduction of nanowire dimension is due to the quantum-mechanical size-quantization effect and non-parabolicity presence in the electronic dispersion, respectively. Also, the quantum confinement effect is found to be significantly strong for nanowires having a diameter/base side of less than 3 nm.
Optical emission in GaN/AlN disk-in-wire structure
A GaN disk when sandwiched between nanostructured (nanowire) AlN substrate and cap layers forms a so called disk-in-wire structure. The use of nanowires as the active region in a light emitter leads to lower concentration of defects, allowing for higher levels of lattice mismatch and more design freedom in bandgap engineering than possible in conventional bulk and thin-film QW heterostructures. These nanostructures, therefore, are strong candidates for UV and near-IR applications (Prodhomme et al. 2013) . However, the wurtzite crystal symmetry in these dots induces internal fields arising from (Bardoux et al. 2008 ): a) crystal atomicity, b) strained inner region, c) piezoelectricity, and d) spontaneous polarization (pyroelectricity). In this Section, using the modified NEMO 3-D simulator and appropriate post-processing tools, we study the anisotropic characteristic of interband optical emissions in a wurtzite AlN/GaN/AlN disk-inwire structure. Fig. 7 shows the simulated wurtzite AlN/GaN/AlN disk-in-a-wire structure. The supporting AlN nanowire is grown in the [0001] direction (c-axis) with base length, d~10 nm and height, h~22 nm. The GaN quantum disk is positioned on the AlN substrate and has a height of h~1 nm. In the strain calculation, the equilibrium atomic positions are determined by minimizing the total elastic energy of the system employing an atomistic valence force-field (VFF) method. From our calculations, as shown in the 1-D strain profiles in Fig. 8(a) , the hydrostatic strain (ε xx +ε yy +ε zz ) is found to be compressive within the disk and tensile in the substrate and cap layers. The biaxial strain is found to be tensile at the middle of the disk. Fig. 8(b) shows the 1-D off-diagonal strain profile along the center of the structure. Here, ε xz and ε yz were found to be large having maxima at the AlN/GaN interfaces, whereas ε xy is comparatively small in the disk region. Overall, atomistic strain was found to be long-ranged stressing the need for using realistically-extended structures in modeling these devices.
Next, the calculation of the internal electrostatic fields is carried out using an approach direction through the center of the disk. Strain is found to penetrate deep into the substrate and the cap layers described in Sundaresan et al. (2014) , Yalavarthi et al. (2014) , Merrill et al. (2012) . The overall polarization P in a typical wurtzite semiconductor is given by P=P PZ +P SP , where P PZ is the straininduced piezoelectric polarization and P SP is the spontaneous polarization (pyroelectricity). The piezoelectric polarization P PZ is obtained from the diagonal and shear components of the anisotropic atomistic strain fields. In contrast, the spontaneous polarization is strain-independent and arises from fundamental asymmetry of the crystal structure. However, it is well known that the piezoelectric polarization is generally a non-linear function of strain, the non-linearity becoming important for large epitaxial strains. Following a very recent work of Prodhomme et al. (2013) , recently a model for the second-order polarization effects in wurtzite material systems has been implemented in this work. In Prodhomme et al. (2013) , to calculate the second-order piezoelectric coefficients, the authors have used a finite difference technique in conjunction with density functional perturbation theory (DFPT) within the local density approximation (LDA). It was found that the second-order piezoelectric effects in crystals with wurtzite symmetry can lead to corrections of the order of 15% in quantum wells and up to 40% for epitaxial quantum dots. The net piezoelectric polarization (including the first-order and the second-order contributions) 
The polarization constants (in C/m 2 ) used in this study are obtained from Prodhomme et al. (2013) and given in Table 2 . It was found that the second-order polarization coefficients are almost an order of magnitude larger than the linear counterparts. Also, of all the coefficients, e 333 has the largest magnitude and can induce significant second-order effects especially in materials with a Fig. 9 . Lower panels of this figure shows the 2-D potential distributions projected in the XY and XZ planes, revealing pronounced anisotropy in the growthplane and formation of dipoles along the c-axis, respectively. Fig. 10 shows the polar plots of the interband optical transition rates between the valence and the conduction bands projected on the x-y and the x-z planes. Noticeable are the suppression in the transition rate and the polarization induced optical anisotropy, which results from the spatial irregularity and the localization of the wavefunctions in the x-y and x-z planes, respectively (as shown in the insets). Here, the single-particle energies and wave functions are calculated using an empirical nearest-neighbor 20-band sp * tight-binding model (Sundaresan et al. 2014 ). The energy bandgap of the active disk region, including the effects of quantum size quantization and 
Conclusions
Bandstructure of a solid originates from the wave nature of particles (electrons) and depicts the allowed and forbidden energy states of electrons in the material. The knowledge of the bandstructure is the first and essential step towards the understanding of the carrier transport within and reliable design of semiconductor devices. The multimillion-atom open source NEMO 3-D software toolkit, currently, lacks a framework for bond passivation for the surface atoms in the calculation of electronic bandstructures of bare/uncovered III-V wurtzite nanowires. To address this issue, in this work, we have extended the NEMO 3-D software and employed a systematic approach of constructing the Hamiltonian matrix where the surface dangling bonds are passivated via sp 3 hybridization. It is demonstrated that the surface atoms, if left unpassivated, can lead to the creation of undesirable energy states within the bandgap thus affecting the performance of electronic devices made out of these nanostructures. Note that, the tight-binding model, as implemented in the NEMO 3-D toolkit, generally assumes hard-wall boundary conditions on the interfaces/surfaces. In reality, however, the structure near the surface is altered from the perfect wire structure. The effects of surface reconstruction (with the number of dangling bonds in the surface atoms varying in the quantization direction) on the electronic bandstructure, within a tightbinding formalism, will be the subject of a future work. As for the optical emission characteristics, it is demonstrated that true atomistic symmetry, and not simply the geometric shape symmetry, coupled with quantum mechanical size quantization in the active disk leads to large reduction of optical transition rates and pronounced anisotropy in the emission characteristics and thus greatly influences the optical performance of the device.
